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Professional air duct
cleaners and Dryer vents
Clean mold, dirt and
mushrooms form your
air ducts
Breathe clean air

birrafanelli.com

Covering Montréal & Surrounding Areas

mtlductcleaning.ca
514.951.3328

La Nuit
Shanghai
Mtl duct cleaners
• tue les bactéries / kills bacteria
• Prévention incendie (sécheuse) / Fire prevention (dryer)
• Respirer l’air propre / Breath clean air
• réduit l'asthme, les allergies à la poussière
/ reduces asthma, dust allergies
• Gardez votre famille en sécurité / Keep your family safe

Call now

514-951-3328

mtlductcleaning.ca

FREE estimate over the phone

May the lights of the candles warm your hearts & home

1015 Cavendish #604 St Laurent (corner Cote Vertu)
asking $459,000
Move-in ready!! FULLY furnished!
(furniture can be removed)
2 Bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, Hardwood floors,
Stunning kitchen, Garage, outdoor pool,
NOT on the street sides! Announced 4 year
assessment to be paid by the vendor

D
L
SO
7900 cote st Luc rd #430 2 bedroom,
2 bathroom sunny condo 2 elevators!

Lauren Marks Vesely
Courtier immobilier
Real Estate Broker
514-944-8336

DEDICATION • DEVOTION • DETERMINATION
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Cabaret La Nuit Shanghai
arrives at DIX30

La Nuit Shanghai
9140 boulevard Leduc
Brossard, QC J4Y 0L2
Wednesday to Sunday : 5 PM to 1 AM
lanuitshanghai.ca
• November 27, 2021
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La Nuit Shanghai is a gourmet cabaret
in the heart of the DIX30 district specializing in fine French and Chinese
cuisine. Each evening, musical and burlesque performances and a breathtaking setting will immerse you in the
unique experience of a gala evening
like at the Paramount Hotel in Shanghai in the roaring twenties.
Starting November 25, the DIX 30
district will host La Nuit Shanghai, a
unique gourmet cabaret that promises majestic lively evenings in its immense 6,000 square foot space on
Leduc Boulevard in Brossard.
continued on Page 5
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Plaza Centre-Ville
777 Bd Robert-Bourassa
Montreal Qc H3C 3Z7
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continued from Page 3

A colorful concept
The idea for this unusual concept germinated in the mind of Jacky Lin, president of
the SH Group. After a trip to Shanghai in
2019. His goal with La Nuit Shanghai is to
bring the experience of a gala evening like
at the Paramount Hotel in Shanghai in the
1920s, commonly known as the Roaring
Twenties. Singers, burlesque artists and circus artists will offer performances every
night to wow customers and make each
evening memorable.
A 5-star menu
IIt is Executive Chef David Yeh, former
owner of Bulma Bar, and long-time working
with Chef Antonio Park, who has created
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reminiscent of The Great Gatsby.There are,
among other things, chairs in thrones 6 feet
high, round benches for groups, quartz
counters and a huge LED wall for projections.
The space which offers more than 140
seats is ideal for private parties and office
parties. "We can even organize private
events after regular business hours as required for an additional 30 people," says
Jacky Lin.
La Nuit Shanghai
9140 boulevard Leduc
Brossard, QC J4Y 0L2
A breathtaking setting
Mercredi au dimanche : 17 h à 1 h
lanuitshanghai.ca/
alt Design, in charge of interior design,
Instagram : @lanuitshanghai
has gone all out to transform the space
Facebook : lanuitshanghaidix30
into a majestic and very luxurious place
a gourmet menu that is both Chinese and
French. Part of the menu is devoted to authentic Chinese cuisine with specialties
such as Dim Sum, Wagyu beef and Peking
duck glazed with honey served in the traditional way.
A mixologist has developed a fine line of
specialty tea-based cocktails including the
Sazerac made with Wulong tea, VSOP cognac, Dong Ding Wulong tincture and Angostura Bitters. All the cocktails are
sophisticated and eye-catching, some with
a smoky effect.

www.mtltimes.ca
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Lachine Canal groomed
paths for the winter
Parks Canada wishes to inform the
public that this winter, the path at
the Lachine Canal National Historic
Site will be groomed almost over
its entire length, on a distance of 13
km linking the Lachine, LaSalle, Le
Sud-Ouest and Ville-Marie boroughs. The path will also be
groomed on both sides of the canal
between the Atwater Market and
Old Montréal, improving access for
users in Le Sud-Ouest. The Parks

Canada team will groom the path.
In addition to cyclists, everyone
will be able to enjoy the groomed
path, which provides an opportunity to practise various winter activities including fat biking,
snowshoeing, running and walking.
Restrooms will also be open to
users during the cold season at particular locations along the winter
trail.
Parks Canada works with its partwww.mtltimes.ca

ners to develop the recreational offerings at the Lachine Canal and to
encourage the practice of outdoor
winter activities for the year-round
enjoyment of all visitors to this exceptional site in the heart of Montréal. The Agency would like to
acknowledge the collaboration of
the City of Montréal and its boroughs for their support in providing
this groomed trail.
November 27, 2021 •

What’s happening in Montreal
By: Stuart Nulman - mtltimes.ca

If you want to start your 2021 Christmas
holiday season on a raucous note, then
catch the Centaur Theatre’s inaugural production of their 2021-2022 season “All I
Want For Christmas”, which runs until December 5.
Written and directed by Rebecca
Northan, it takes place at one of the pods
at Santa’s workshop in the North Pole on
the eve of Christmas Eve (December 23, to
be exact). There is a lot of work left to be
done before old St. Nick takes off on his
sleigh and makes his annual night before
Christmas rounds. Ginger, an overly eager
beaver of an elf (Amelia Sargisson), is only
too happy to help out at this pod during
this crucial time, so she can get in good
with veteran elf Nog (Gabe Maharjan) –
who does things by the book – and improve her not too spectacular work record
at the workshop. All she has to do is open
incoming letters to Santa, coordinate incoming packages, record the incoming
items on the ledger, and answer any calls
coming into the switchboard. What should
be a busy night of rather straightforward
work turns into utter, frenetic chaos when
a life-sized package opens up to reveal its
contents, a woman named Marge (Mariah
Inger), who literally delivers herself up
north so that she can offer herself and her
love to an unsuspecting Santa himself. And
it’s up to Ginger and Nog to curtail Marge’s
amorous intentions in order to keeps
things status quo at the North Pole, and
not disrupt the spirit of Christmas there.
All I Want For Christmas is a slapstick
romp of a play that hilariously throws a
wrench into what is usually a peaceful, joyous occasion … as if Moe, Larry and Curly
of the Three Stooges busted in and brought
a sense of inspired anarchy to the proceedings (but without the face-slapping, nosetweaking and eye-poking). And the
non-stop energetic performances delivered
by Ms. Sargisson, Maharjan and Inger certainly adds to the spirited, bawdy fun that
is prevalent in the show. And extra kudos
to James Lavoie for the terrific job he did
with the set design, which really embodies
the mythical image of Santa’s North Pole

workshop and the colorful holiday atmosphere that goes with it.
So do yourself a favour. Add “All I Want
For Christmas” to your holiday wish list of
desired gifts. It will certainly give you a Merrier Christmas. To get your tickets, go to:
www.centaurtheatre.com .
***
After two delays as a result of the COVID
pandemic, Montreal choreographer/performer Heather Mah’s first major solo
dance production of “Pomegranate” will finally have its debut on December 2 as part
of a four-performance run at the MAI, located at 3680 Jeanne Mance, that lasts until
December 4.
The show is a story told in dance about
Ms. Mah’s family, in particular her grandmother, who was born in China, immigrated to Canada at the age of 15, and
returned to her birthplace after her husband’s death, which occurs prior to the
outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937.
It deals with isolation, solitude, suffering,
opening up to others, the search for meaning, and escape from the brutal Japanese occupation of China.
Show time for each performance is at
7:30 p.m., with a special 2 p.m. matinee on
December 4 that will be offered with audio
description for the visually impaired. To
purchase tickets, call 514-982-3386 or go
to www.m-a-i.qc.ca/en/boxoffice .
***
With the Christmas holiday season and
winter quickly coming up in Montreal, there
is a much greater concern and a much
greater need when it comes to food security, shelter and emergency services for
many of Montreal’s less fortunate. That’s
where the Welcome Hall Mission comes
into the picture, in which they not only
offer the above mentioned services, but
also youth counseling, providing school
supplies, support for young mothers and
dental care.
To create further awareness about the
Welcome Hall Mission and the vital good
work it has done since 1892, a new Fall
awareness campaign has recently been
launched. With the help of Montreal’s

media community, the campaign is spreading its message through TV public service
announcements on CTV Montreal and
Radio-Canada, billboards and bus boards, as
a number of Montreal personalities have
donated their time to urge Montrealers to
help their fellow Montrealers by donating
to the Welcome Hall Mission. Some of the
personalities who are the faces of this
awareness campaign include Patrice
Bernier, Bruny Surin, Malik Shaheed,
Aphrodite Salas, Tracey Deer, Anne-Marie
Withenshaw and Anne-Lovely Etienne, to
name a few.
Thanks to donor support that resulted
from previous campaigns, the Welcome
Hall Mission was able to provide 100,000
nights of shelter so far this year, distributed
over 1 million kilos of food, served over
4700 meals a week, distributed new backpacks and school supplies to over 1200 students, and provided health services
programs that offer support for mental
health wellness, women’s breast health, plus
a free dental clinic.
For more information about the awareness campaign, or if you would like to make
a donation to the Welcome Hall Mission,
go to www.welcomehallmission.com .
***
Fans of the smash 1990s NBC sitcom
Friends will certainly want to catch the OffBroadway hit production of “Friends! The
Musical Parody”, which will have a two-performance run at Theatre Maisonneuve of
Place des Arts on February 27, 2022, as
part of its North American tour. Rejoin
Rachel, Phoebe, Monica, Chandler, Joey and
Ross at their favorite New York City coffee
hangout Central Park, as they recreate
some of the greatest moments in Friends’
10-year run within the premise of a frenetic, fast-paced and uncensored musical
that smacks of parody. Tickets are now on
sale and can be purchased by calling 1-866842-2112 or via online at www.evenko.ca
or www.placedesarts.com .

Boulangerie - Pâtisserie - Charcuterie

MERIDIONALE - CARAVELLA
since 1977

Bread • Pizza • Panini • Taralli
Assortment of Cookies and Amaretti
Pastries • Cakes • Cold Cuts • Cheese
Special occasion cakes • varrity of pasta

(514) 363-2760 / (514) 363-4211
Pina e Franco Ferri owners
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1699 Thierry, LaSalle, Qc. H8N 1H6
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Val from Montreal Chimney

Photo Credit Nicholas Raymond Kropotkin

Surely you’re as lucky as lucky can be to see a chimney inspector & sweeper yearly! For more information
on cleaning your chimney or anything related please e-mail: chemineesmontreal@gmail.com or call 438-345-6687
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Valerie Adams of Montreal Chimneys

Photo Credit Nicholas Raymond Kropotkin

Montreal Chimney sweeps &
brick pointing a must!
T'is the season to have your annual chimney maintenance done, before the cold
winter weather rolls into town. Chimney
sweeping is a historic profession which you
may think has gone extinct, however, having
your chimney cleaned and inspected is still
important as ever. Some common chimney
issues include animal nesting, soot build up,
deteriorating brickwork & water damage.
These issues can all be fixed by a professional chimney sweep.
We spoke with Valerie Adams of Montreal
Chimneys, to ask a few questions about the
fate of her profession in our modern age:

Please call Montreal Chimneys for more
information and a free estimate for EPA
certified low emissions fireplace insert required by 2025.
Q: Does my oil furnace chimney
need to be cleaned?
A: Yes, oil furnace chimneys also need cleaning. Everyone who heats with oil, gas or
wood has a chimney. Yearly maintenance
ensures the good working condition of
your furnace and keeps your household
safe. “Wherever you live, annual chimney
maintenance is still necessary. Small repairs
go a long way and can make a very big difference before damage gets worse, and
more expensive." Says Valerie, who has
over 17 years of experience. She goes on
to explain, “If you are not going to use your
fireplace you can seal it up to prevent cold
drafts and water infiltration. This will help
to save on heating bills. Later, if you choose
to upgrade we can easily re-open the flue
and install a wood burning appliance that
conforms to the new regulation."

Q: Can I still use my wood fireplace?
A: We hear this question a lot. Most demerged cities still allow wood burning fireplaces or wood stoves as usual, check local
bylaws for updates. For those living in the
city of Montreal, wood burning is only allowed with the installation of a certified
low emission fireplace insert.
These inserts burn real wood logs or pellets, they are designed to heat the house.
Residents of Montreal can still use their
original fireplace in the case of a blackout Q: What does it cost to have your
chimney looked at?
of 3 hours or more.
• November 27, 2021
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A: It is important to get a professional to
check the condition of your chimney yearly.
Go outside and look up at your chimney. If
you see bricks crumbling you should get
that repaired before winter. A chimney
crown and cap are also very important. If
you have cracks in the concrete chimney
crown, water can leak down and damage
the joints of the masonry brickwork. The
best solution is to fix the masonry and then
install an aluminum crown with a drip edge,
protecting your chimney like an umbrella
for many years to come. We charge $50
for a visit to your home.
Montreal Chimney is a popular chimney
company servicing the island of Montreal
and surrounding areas. Customers agree
that attention to detail, professionalism and
cleanliness sets MC apart from other companies. Montreal Chimneys includes a visual
inspection with each chimney sweep and
estimate for repairs. For more information
on cleaning your chimney or anything related please e-mail:
chemineesmontreal@gmail.com or call 438345-6687
Surely you’re as lucky as lucky can be to
see a chimney inspector & sweeper yearly!
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Book Reviews - mtltimes.ca

The Boys by Ron Howard
and Clint Howard

Siblings Ron Howard and Clint Howard were
indeed true children of Hollywood.They began
their careers in the precarious field of child actors during the golden age of television in the
1960s.
Ron started out doing small parts on a number of popular series and anthology shows
such as The Red Skelton Show,The Many Loves
of Dobie Gillis, Playhouse 90 and The Twilight
Zone until 1960, when he landed the role of
Opie Taylor on The Andy Griffith Show, and became the most famous only child on television
until the series ended its run in 1968. Then
after a six-year dry spell, Ron landed another
major role that would make him famous again;
this time as typical 50s American teenager
Richie Cunningham on Happy Days, a role that
he played until he left the series in 1980. The
reason? He wanted to direct.
He started his directorial career helming Bmovies for Roger Corman (remember Grand
Theft Auto?) and made-for-TV movies. But it
wasn’t until 1984, when he directed the hit
rom-com Splash with Tom Hanks and Daryl
Hannah, that Ron’s star rose dramatically as a
major film director. He followed Splash with a
number of blockbuster hit movies like Parenthood, Backdraft, Apollo 13, Rush and A Beautiful Mind, which earned him Oscars for Best
Director and Best Picture.
Clint’s career in television and movies
started along the same path as Ron’s. Five
years younger than Ron, Clint’s beginnings as
an actor followed a rather unusual – and later
cult-like – manner. It was on an early episode
of season one of Star Trek in 1966. Called “The
Corbomite Maneuver”, Clint portrayed an
alien commander named Balok, who appears
before Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock onscreen
as a belligerent alien with a long, scary-looking
humanoid face. But when Kirk and Spock meet
Balok in person on his spaceship, it’s in the
form of seven-year-old Clint in a pre-Yoda
guise, and will later be immortalized by
Trekkies for his character’s oft-said line “But
first: the tranya!” Then there were appearances
on series such as Bonanza and the short-lived
sitcom The Baileys of Balboa, until he got the
role that he will be best remembered for: as
Mark Wedloe on the CBS series Gentle Ben
during the late 60s.
But when his cuteness factor faded by the
70s, Clint continued his onscreen career with
numerous roles in TV and movies that were
usually that of oddballs, psychos and eccentric
bit players. And don’t forget his appearances in
many of Ron’s movies, especially as one of the
NASA flight crew members in Apollo 13.
However, the common bond that defined the
careers of both Ron and Clint Howard was
their father Rance Howard. Born and raised in
Oklahoma, Rance had dreams and ambitions
of being a successful actor on Broadway and
Hollywood. However, the unpredictable world
of auditions, casting calls and rejections proved
to be too much for Rance and his wife Jean.
But when his sons broke into show business
before they were even 10 years old, Rance became a guiding force during their early stages.
Not as a bossy, overly-ambitious, living-yourlife-through-your-children stage dad, but as
someone who would coach them with their
• November 27, 2021

dialogue before a scene was shot, set the stage
for a certain scene to get the right mood or
emotion, and most important, to keep them
grounded in reality so that they can be regular
kids and not just big time child actors who
crash and burn by the time they reach their
teenage years. And because of his personable,
easy-going nature, Rance established friendly
relationships with many of the stars and production people on the sets where his sons
were working, and ended up getting a constant
stream of on camera roles and screenwriting
gigs.
The story of the Howard family is a genuine
story of a show business family who were not

By Stuart Nulman
mtltimes.ca
exploitative, were not seduced by fame, and
did not take any ounce of success for granted.
And what could have been an easy set up for
a sibling rivalry scenario is more like sibling
revelry, which is so well told in Ron and Clint’s
dual autobiography The Boys.
Basically, this is a story of more than 60 years
in show business, in which Ron and Clint tell
their respective stories as if it was an onstage
master class session, with both of them taking
turns to give their perspective on certain situations and the progress of their respective cawww.mtltimes.ca

reers.
And Ron and Clint have plenty to share in
this book. There are plenty of interesting behind-the-scenes anecdotes they relate to the
reader from the sets of The Andy Griffith
Show, Gentle Ben and Happy Days, not to
mention why Ron described his work on the
1962 film version of the hit Broadway musical
The Music Man as the sweatiest film he ever
worked on; the adventures of working on the
only project they ever appeared together onscreen, which was the forgettable G-rated Disney live-action movie The Wild Country in
1970; how Clint nearly had a career in writing
and journalism, and was curtailed through a
gradual addiction to alcohol and drugs; and
how Ron was reluctant to sign on for the
Richie Cunningham role on Happy Days because at the same time, he was attending the
prestigious USC film school to learn how to
become a movie director (which came closer
to reality by 1979, when he discovered that
Henry Winkler’s Fonzie character was getting
more lines than his Richie Cunningham character; ironically, that discovery came to light
when he looked over the script for the
episode where Fonzie literally jumped the
shark).
The Boys is one of the most genuine, engaging show business memoirs I have read in a
very long time. Ron and Clint Howard admit
they were lucky and grateful to have the upbringing and careers that have shaped their
character as well. If there is an unsung hero to
this story, it’s their dad Rance, who did a remarkable job not only as a father, but as a
major influence in their lives and as their conscience to do the right thing and take the right
paths. And that spirit of genuine continues in
the book when they relate to reader about the
pitfalls of being child stars when the spotlight
suddenly fades away, and it’s time to pursue another avenue.
So kudos to Opie Cunningham; and by the
way, Clint …where’s your bear?
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Understanding the
tax-free savings account
(TFSA)
November is Financial Literacy Month in
Canada. Financial literacy means having the
knowledge, skills and confidence to make
responsible financial decisions at any stage
of your life. The Canada Revenue Agency
(CRA) recognizes the importance of giving
Canadians the information and tools they
need to make sound financial decisions, and
is proud to support Financial Literacy
Month.
Building your financial literacy allows you
to unlock your financial power - learn how
you can get started and make the most out
of a tax-free savings account (TFSA) with
your local bank, credit union, brokerage or
insurance company.
What is a TFSA?
The Tax-Free Savings Account (TFSA) was
introduced by the Government of Canada
in 2009 to help Canadians save and invest
their money – tax-free – throughout their
lifetime. This savings vehicle allows for you
to set money aside in a TFSA for any purpose – whether you are saving for your education, retirement, a home, or simply for
a rainy day, the earnings made in your TFSA
will generally not be taxed.You are in control of your TFSA, so you can make contributions and withdraw funds whenever you
want without penalty – contributions, however, can only be made if there is available
contribution room.
TFSAs are not just for saving.You can also
use it to hold and grow a variety of investments, which include exchange-traded
funds, stocks, bonds, and GICs.
Who is eligible for a TFSA?
The eligibility criteria is simple: any Canadian resident who is the age of majority or
older in their province or territory, and has
a valid social insurance number (SIN), can
open a TFSA. All Canadian residents who
meet these criteria for tax purposes can
open a TFSA.
In most provinces, once you turn 18, you
can open and contribute to your TFSA according to the dollar limit of that year. In
provinces and territories where the legal
age is 19, you can still accumulate contribution room when you turn 18, but you
will need to wait another year before you
can make contributions; that contribution
room will carry over to the next year.
How to Open a TFSA
To get started with a TFSA, contact your financial institution, credit union, or insurance company.
Contributions to your TFSA
Your contribution room determines the
maximum amount that you can contribute
12

to your TFSA.
The annual contribution limit for 2021 is
$6,000. TFSA contribution room accumulates each year – either beginning in 2009
or the year the individual turned 18 and is
a resident of Canada for tax purposes.
Contribution limits from previous years are
included in your contribution room, even if
you have not opened or contributed to a
TFSA.
Example 1: Josie opened her TFSA in 2020
on her 18th birthday.The contribution limit
for that year was $6,000, and she put
$2,000 away into her TFSA. In 2021, the
contribution limit was $6,000. This means
that on January 1, 2021, Josie had $10,000
of available contribution room for the year
($4,000 unused contribution room from
2020 + 2021 contribution limit of $6,000).
It is important to keep track of your annual
TFSA contributions as withdrawals are only
added back to your contribution room in
the following year.
Example 2: Dalir opened his TFSA in 2020,
the same year he turned 18. The contribution limit for that year was $6,000, and he
put $6,000 into his TFSA in January. Dalir
had an unexpected expense and withdrew
$6,000 in March. In August, Dalir had since
saved up enough money and decided to put
back the $6,000 he had taken out earlier in
the year. Dalir is now considered to have
over contributed to his TFSA, because he
has exceeded his TFSA annual limit of
$6,000 because his net TFSA contributions
for the 2020 year is $12,000 ($6,000 in January and $6,000 in August).
www.mtltimes.ca

To view your TFSA transaction summary
online, register for or sign in to My Account.
Quick tips to manage your TFSA
Start small. A little goes a long way. Contributing regularly in small amounts can
help grow your TFSA over time. For instance, to max out your contribution in
2021, you will need to set aside $115 per
week, or $16 per day.
Know your own contribution room. Your
contribution room may not be the same as
your family members' or friends'. If you are
regularly contributing to your TFSA, you
can find your most up-to-date contribution
room through online services such as My
Account and the MyCRA mobile app.
Track your TFSA transactions. Keeping
records of your contributions and withdrawals will help you determine how much
contribution room you have left in your account, so that you won't risk an over contribution.
Quick Facts on Canadian Non-Residency
If you make a contribution as a non-resident, you will be subject to a 1% tax for
each month the contribution stays in the
account. For more information, see Tax
payable on non-resident contributions.
If you become a non-resident of Canada,
or are considered to be a non-resident for
income tax purposes, you will be allowed
to keep your TFSA and you will not be
taxed in Canada on any earnings in the account or on withdrawals from it. For more
information, see Non-residents of Canada.
November 27, 2021 •

New Montreal retirement
rental condo project

Today, the Eleva retirement rental condo
project was officially launched. The prestigious address, located at the intersection
of René-Lévesque Boulevard and Atwater
Avenue, will be built on the former site of
the Montreal Children's Hospital. In total,
208 high-end units (ranging from 2 ½ to 5
½) will be spread over 23 floors of the
most coveted tower in the metropolis,
near a multitude of services and amenities.
The official opening will take place in the
summer of 2022.
Nestled between Mount Royal, the St.
Lawrence River, downtown and the very
chic city of Westmount, the entrance of this
active community for retirees will be on
Tupper Street.With its strategic location in
the heart of Montreal, Eleva is just a few
steps away from many restaurants, shops,
grocery stores, banks, pharmacies, health
services, parks and cultural and entertainment locations.
The 208 units, ranging in size from 370 to
1,400 square feet, will be available for rent
with many inclusions at starting prices between $1,387 and $4,246 per month. Residents will benefit from several on-site
amenities including a bistro, a dining room,
a cooking show, a panoramic lounge, an in-

1111 Atwater - Sky lounge

door pool, a gym, a patio, a golf simulator, a
speakeasy and a movie theatre. Meals,
housekeeping and personalized care services as well as indoor parking and storage
spaces will also be offered.
"We are extremely proud to inaugurate
this new project, merged into the same
tower as the prestigious 1111 Atwater. Our
team has made every effort to offer re-

tirees a living space that meets their expectations. With its evocative name, Eleva
promises its residents to rise to a higher
level, above the city, thanks to an incomparable quality of life that will be marked by
elegance, refinement, comfort, sociability
and safety," said Francis Charron, President
of Batimo and Vice President of EMD Construction.

$11.50
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Wines of Provence tackles
climate change issues

The undisputed leader in premium rosé
wines,Wines of Provence is accelerating its
initiative and aims at establishing its preeminent position in the wine sector to innovate against climate change.
Winegrowers Committed to
the Environmental Transition
The finesse and quality of the grapes used
to produce the region's rosés are a very
specific result of the unique climates in
which they grow. The winegrowers have a
front row seat to experience the fragility
of their environment. This is why the agroecological transition movement is being
widely implemented within the community.
In fact, the ambitions to get through the environmental transition in a united way are
equal to the challenge. Since 2019 and on
the 2030 horizon, a collective plan is working towards the "Organic" or "HVE3" certification of 100% of vineyards, with at least
60% by 2024.The HVE3 (High Environmental Value) certification is a 360° approach
that establishes performance thresholds

around biodiversity preservation, phytosanitary strategy, fertilization and water resources management.
Why all these efforts? "Simply because it
is the right thing to do for the planet! But
also, because it is important to ensure the
integrity of the prolific ecosystem that defines Provence. Heat and drought inevitably
impact the quality and taste of the fruit that
is the authentic trademark of our rosé
wines. By adopting an integrative way of
thinking, we can make a difference," says
Brice Eymard, general manager of the Conseil Interprofessionnel des Vins de
Provence.
Winegrowers are answering the call. The
certified areas in the Provence wine region
have doubled in one year and now reach
31%. In addition, the implemented methods
show creativity throughout the supply
chain from the use of lightweight glass bottles to the stimulation of the vines with
herbal tea, for example.
Zoom in on the Tasting

Climate Change Conference
The third edition of the conference will
highlight the future of rosé wines on November 16. Three experts will take part in
a reflection on the different challenges they
face and the solutions they are experimenting daily to overcome these while ensuring
that the typical style and charm of
Provence wines are preserved.
THE WINES OF PROVENCE, THE
GREAT VINEYARD OF ROSÉ WINES
The vineyard of the Wines of Provence,
the oldest in France, stretches between the
Mediterranean and the Alps over nearly
200 kilometers across the departments of
Bouches-du-Rhône, Var and Alpes-Maritimes. It is composed of three appellations
of controlled origin: the AOC Côtes de
Provence, the AOC Coteaux d'Aix-enProvence and the AOC Coteaux Varois en
Provence. Rosé is the longstanding specialty
of the vineyard, and today represents 91%
of the production.
www.vinsdeprovence.com
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The two rivals for the MMA World Championship are presented
to the press: Jackie Justice (Halle Berry) and Lady Killer (Valentina Shevchenko)

BRUISED – Violence
and tenderness
Halle Berry makes her directorial debut
with this film. She also stars as the mixed
martial arts fighter Jackie Justice. A few
years before, Jackie had a bad moment,
resulting in a disgraced exit from the violent sport. In the meantime, she is leading a marginalized existence, like many
black people in American cities. She is
also living with Desi (Adan Canto), her
boyfriend and manager.
One night, two crucial events would
turn things around for Jackie. Desi takes
her to a seedy place where underground fights are staged. There are no
rules, she is told. The fighters are
women, the spectators, mostly men.
Jackie is uninterested, and at first, doesn't fall for the provocations from one of
the most violent fighters. In the end,
however, she fights. That allows her to
be spotted by Mixed Martial Arts
(MMA) league promoter (Shamier Anderson), who would offer her to be
trained by the best team in the field.
Another surprising event would hit her
that night: her mother has brought
Jackie's son Manny (Danny Boyd Jr.),
• November 27, 2021

who is autistic. Jackie gave up the child
years ago.The presence of the child adds
a new problem to the many that Jackie
was already facing. She then decides to
take the offer and start a very rigorous

By Sergio Martinez
mtltimes.ca

training under the supervision of Bobbi
Buddhakan Berroa (Sheila Atim). She
was a former fighter who is now a
strange character, moving between martial arts and meditation.
The final purpose of Jackie's intensive
training is to dispute the world champiwww.mtltimes.ca

onship to Lady Killer (Valentina
Shevchenko), which is, of course, the climactic part toward the end of the
movie.
"Bruised" is an interesting film not only
at the level of a sports film, with some
training scenes reminiscing those of the
iconic movie "Rocky," but as a social
portrayal of the marginalized lives led by
many people, especially in the black
community.Violence is of the essence of
the extreme sport practiced by Jackie.
Still, it is also an element in everyday life,
particularly in the domestic milieu. Despite that sordid atmosphere, there is
still room for tenderness, as expressed
in the complex relationship between
Manny and his mother.
Warning: given the context of the story,
there are many scenes of violence, some
sex scenes, and partial nudity.
Available in movie theatres (November 19) and on Netflix (November 24).
Duration: 2 hrs. 12 min.
15

Johnson & Johnson COVID-19
vaccine fully approved by
Health Canada to prevent
COVID-19 in individuals 18
years and older

The Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of
Johnson & Johnson announced today that
Health Canada has approved its single-shot
COVID-19 vaccine to prevent COVID-19
in individuals 18 years of age and older.
This decision was based on scientific evidence, including initial data from the Phase
3 ENSEMBLE study that demonstrated the
vaccine was 85 percent effective in preventing severe disease, and showed protection
against COVID-19 related hospitalization
and death, beginning 28 days after vaccination.
“We are delighted by Health Canada’s decision to approve the Johnson & Johnson
COVID-19 vaccine based on Phase 3 clinical data that proves the vaccine’s robust
safety and efficacy,” said Mathai Mammen,
M.D., Ph.D., Global Head, Janssen Research
& Development, Johnson & Johnson. “As
vaccination rates continue to climb, a vaccine that prevents severe disease and protects against COVID-related hospitalization
and death will help ease the strain on
healthcare systems and is an important option for people in Canada and around the
world.”
“Today marks the first major regulatory
approval for the Johnson & Johnson
COVID-19 vaccine and an important moment to recognize the dedication of every16

one involved in our COVID-19 vaccine development, our partners, the regulators and
clinical study participants.We are proud to
have a COVID-19 vaccine available to protect people around the world and will continue to work to ensure global access,” said
Paul Stoffels, M.D.,Vice Chairman of the Executive Committee and Chief Scientific Officer and Johnson & Johnson.
Johnson & Johnson’s COVID-19 Vaccine
The Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine leverages the AdVac® vaccine platform, a unique and proprietary technology
that was also used to develop and manufacture Janssen’s European Commission-approved Ebola vaccine regimen and
construct its investigational Zika, RSV, and
HIV vaccines.
Manufacturing and Supply
Chain Information
The Janssen COVID-19 single-dose vaccine
is compatible with standard vaccine storage
and distribution channels with ease of delivery to remote areas. The vaccine is estimated to remain stable for two years at
-25°C to -15°C, and a maximum of six
months at routine refrigeration at temperatures of 2 to 8°C. The Company will ship
the vaccine using the same cold chain technologies it uses today to transport treatments for cancer, immunological disorders
www.mtltimes.ca

and other medicines. The COVID-19 vaccine should not be re-frozen once thawed.
Phase 3 ENSEMBLE Study Design
The Phase 3 ENSEMBLE study was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
clinical trial in individuals 18 years of age
and older. The study was designed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the Company’s vaccine candidate in protecting
against both moderate and severe COVID19 disease, with assessment of efficacy as
of day 14 and as of day 28 as co-primary
endpoints. The study enrolled a total of
43,783 participants.
The trial, conducted in eight countries
across three continents, and included a diverse and broad population including 35
percent of participants over age 60. Forty
percent of participants in the study had comorbidities associated with an increased
risk for progression to severe COVID-19.
Authorized Use
The Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine
(Ad26.COV2.S, recombinant) is indicated
for active immunization for the prevention
of coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19)
caused by SARS-CoV-2 virus in individuals
18 years of age and older.
November 27, 2021 •

A Felted Soap on Soapstone
By Martha Shannon
mtltimes.ca

‘You are wondering what that stone is
for, aren’t you? I smiled, as the young
teen curiously turned the stone dish
over ?
“I know it is a stone but I’m not sure
why it is carved this way?” he queried as
he ran his fingers over the gratings.
Soapstones, hard crafted by Ian Coffin.
Carved to let the soap air dry. A soap
dish for a bar of soap. And they are selling like crazy.
Once you experience a homemade
soap, it is hard to go back. People are
loving our soaps. They love the cleanse,
the nourishment and the miraculous results. Real soaps need a soap dish.
Soap dishes come in plastic, ceramics,
bamboo, glass, wood, some beautiful,
some not so. Some function better than
others. But a dish carved from soapstone is exceptional. It is handmade,
Canadian and is nature’s perfect complement to a homemade soap.
Real soaps do soften if left in water, so
they need to be air dried once used.
Soap dishes have an uneven surface to
allow air circulation to flow under the
soap and water to drain. Thus the
carved dip lines on the soapstone.

• November 27, 2021

Pump soaps stand freely and do not
require a dish. While soap detergent
bars do need a resting place, they do not
have the same need for the air circulation as a true soap. Detergent bars stay
hard as a rock (added chemicals will do
that)
Our merino or alpaca felted soap on
soapstone make the perfect combo!
You will adore our felted soap. An ecofriendly one stop cleansing sensation.
Clean, exfoliate, nourish the skin. Afterwards, recycle to a scrub pad
Enjoy
In the bath
In the shower
At the sink
On a Vay Cay (excellent at removing ocean
sand)
Our alpaca and merino felted castile
soaps are magical.
The wools are in their natural hues, no
dyes or synthetics. Just as nature intended
Our Alpaca is felted on a no scent moringa
castile soap
Our Merino is felted on a gentle essential
oil key lime castile soap
A perfect resting spot is our handmade
Soapstone soap dish
The young teen inspecting the soapstone was intrigued. He especially like
the idea of carving on soapstone and
maybe one day making his own dish. He

www.mtltimes.ca

Photo by Jonathan Jimenez

also was anxious to try a ‘real ‘ soap.
“The felted soaps are cool too”, he
said. “This gives me an idea for Christmas shopping. My parents love natural
things. Thank you.”
The Combo Felted soap and Soapstone dish can be purchased for $33.00
(a 12% savings) until December 25th
incl.
STORE HOURS Tuesday to Saturday 104 - We stand behind our products. We
give great customer service. Visit us at
natural.ca. Subscribe to our newsletter.
‘La Boutique Earth to Body’, 89 Lucerne,
Pointe Claire, QC H9R 2V1) Email
info@natural.ca We are open: Store:
Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri, Sat: 10-4 For curbside…Call store during store hours 514428-0444
Outside hours call
514-694-0705.
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Gilda’s Laughfest returns

After being virtual in 2021, the nation’s firstever community-wide festival of laughter,
Gilda’s LaughFest, will return in person
March 16-20, 2022. In its 12th year, LaughFest
provides added awareness of Gilda’s Club
Grand Rapids’ mission of emotional health
support for those on a cancer or grief journey. Additionally, the proceeds from the festival help ensure Gilda’s Club services remain
free and available to anyone who needs
them.
Though headlining artists will be announced in early 2022, gift certificates for the
2022 festival will be available for purchase
starting in December, which allows the tradition of “Giving the Gift of Laughter” for the
holidays to continue. Certificates will be
available to purchase by calling 616-735HAHA (4242).
This year’s festival will feature nearly 50
events, social media contests and seriously
fun and funny events for all ages.
“After being virtual in 2021, we are excited
to return live and in person,” said Zack
Berends, events and festival manager for
Gilda’s Club Grand Rapids and Gilda’s LaughFest. “From the festival’s beginning, our goal
has been to bring laughter to West Michigan
during the gray days of March and raise visibility and funds for Gilda’s Club mission. Our
team has been working behind the scenes
since the close of LaughFest 2021 to bring a
safe festival back in 2022 that continues to
inspire community togetherness and laughter for the health of it.”
Gilda’s Club will kick off the festival by
marking 20 years of Gilda’s Club Grand
Rapids in 2021 with their 20th Anniversary
Red Door Gala on March 15. The Red Door
Gala will celebrate the thousands of lives impacted by Gilda’s Club in the last two
decades and will provide entertainment that
is sure to make individuals laugh.
“We’re thrilled to be able to safely celebrate our 20th Anniversary Red Door Gala
• November 27, 2021

Antiquités Ste-Genevieve
Flea Market
NO QR CODE REQUIRED!
Masks & Hand Sanitizing
MANDATORY!
West Island's Only 2-Floor Flea
Market in Town!
Every Sunday 9 AM - 4 PM
ALL YEAR ROUND
15,674 Gouin Blvd. West
Ste-Genevieve (Pierrefonds) H9H 1C4
WestIslandFleaMarket.com
www.mtltimes.ca

*weather permitting

with the supporters and organizations who have made
the last two decades of free cancer and grief emotional
health support at Gilda’s Club possible,” said Wendy Wigger, president of Gilda’s Club Grand Rapids and Gilda’s
LaughFest. “With later stage cancer diagnosis on the rise
and many still processing grief from the last 18 months,
our support program is a vital lifeline that is more important than ever. If there is something we all could use
right now, it’s a little something extra to smile about.”
Many LaughFest fan favorites will be returning such as:
the Clean Comedy Showcase, nationally known comedians, Laughter Yoga, Kids Joke and more.
Also returning is the Laughter Rx Symposium, a conference with continuing education credit opportunities
for health care professionals, will return in a hybrid format with in person and virtual attendance options. And
in keeping with tradition, downtown Grand Rapids will
once again play host to the Seriously Funny Family Adventure Challenge. Teams will tour downtown Grand
Rapids while following clues and prompts provided at
various stops.
More details about the festival and upcoming announcements are available at laughfestgr.org
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Due to COVID-19 please sign
up for e-mail delivery
- Stay safe!

Keep up with the times!
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We do it all! E-mail for a quote today!
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